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1
Field Site
2
Introduction 
Newly accessioned photographs
Oregon Trail Caravan 
Archival containers 3
4Facebook announcement 
Poster for merchant shop 
windows 
Method
● Research question
What are the underlying implications of the 
collections and exhibits?
 
5
6Overview of The Blacksmith 
Shop exhibit 
Close-up of Doctor’s 
Room exhibit 
Overview of Hispanic 
exhibit 
Close-up of Military case 
Method (continued)
● Methods
● Participant observation - working closely 
with curator and society members
● Interviews - 5 informal interviews with staff 
and community members
7
Findings 
Blacksmith Shop exhibit Doctor’s Room exhibit 8
Findings (continued) 
Overview of Military exhibit 
9
Analysis and Discussion 
● Thought-provoking 
● Storytelling 
● Engaging 
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Installing the new 
exhibit
“Whatever the merits of the new exhibit, two things 
are definite: 1) its systematic and strict adherence to a 
cultural-ethnic principle of placing the collections and 
2) the arrangement of objects within each 
cultural-ethnic group exclusively on the basis of the 
similarity of their purpose and role in culture providing 
maximum systematicity and accessibility for viewing” 
-Shternberg
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Conclusion
● Insight 
○ Gained experience in a field I 
am pursuing as a career
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